
 

 

 
 
 
Following are notes from the 22 Apr CISA Partner Update: “Emergency Directive 21-03: Mitigate 
Pulse Secure Product Vulnerabilities  and Activity Alert AA21-110A”.  These notes are not all 
encompassing but will provide basic insight to the discussions.  
 
Director CISA 

- Series of alerts released on pulse connect devices 
- We will discuss mitigation 
- Encourage all partners to take heed of CISA directives 
- Pulse secure connect appliances have been exploited. 
- Web shells have been implanted by advisories that can bypass security 
- Patches need to be applied.  All information is on the CISA.gov website 

Phil Richards (C/Security officer) and Mr. Reamer 
- Multiple agencies have been attacked via pulse connect 
- 12 Malware families have been identified 
- Unk2630 and unk2617 threat actors 
- Trying to steal credentials and long term access. 
- Patches had been release in 2019 and 2020 for vulnerabilities that have been recently 

exploited.  Patches were not applied which allowed the access. 
- This threat can persist through upgrades and reboot processes. 
- Very targeted customer accounts.  Not widespread being exploited in the wild. 
- Scrapes logon credentials and pulling off system.  Skeleton keys on systems.  Bypass 

multi and single factor authentication. 
- Template injection vulnerability found in late-2020 
- Anchor points by threat actors allowed access after patches and upgrades. 
- Artifacts of exploitation are deleted utilities, scripts, clean up routines. 
- Actors are more inclined to go after unpatched systems and save the more complex 

methods for future access. 
- Able to remount system in read/write fashion to perform privileged execution. 
- URL’s being attacked have been published on CISA. 

Charles Carmichael (SVP ?) 
- Post exploitation activities – 12 malware families.  Editing legitimate files and adding 

malicious data, capture credentials on the VPN, leveraged credentials to logon.  Shared 
object file that bypassed multi authentication and skeleton keys. 

- Modified scripts to allow vulnerabilities to persist after patches, upgrades, reboots. 
Questions: 

- After factory reset, threat continues?  Two modalities for resets.  We recommend 
console base and not web based. 

- Identified if this is truly isolated to pulse or threats to other things?  Everything is related 
exploitation of pulse secure.  No supply chain attack.. code being shipped out by 
vulnerability.   

- Pulse VPN client vulnerability?  No, at the server not the client. 



 

 

 
 
 

- Limited to pulse connect secure products?  Yes 
- Integrity checker 9.0, do we need to upgrade?  No plans to continue supporting 9.0.  

91R9 is the latest.  Prior versions are vulnerable. 
- Any indicators?  We will be sharing all inndicators. 

 


